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Kallampuzha river emerges from
hundreds of tiny streams from small
valleys and marshes in the Peria Reserve
Forest. itself one of the unknown
headwaters of the Kabini River, which in
turn is a tributary of the Kaveri River.

Preface
The Green Phoenix is a vision grown out of the Gurukula Botanical Sanctuary’s work in plant
conservation, land restoration, nature education and forest-farm practices. We won the Whitley
award in 2006 under this name. The key ideas here are:
• landscapes are living unities;
• every species matters in and of itself;
• the natural world. as a whole will be vibrant once again when we start to live in it as members of
land-based communities;
• "gardening back the biosphere", a rubric to cover species conservation, habitat restoration and
forest farming is an appropriate response to land, livelihood and biodiversity issues.
• ecological and social justice share the same platform, a radical approach to these issues
recognizes that the world's remaining natural areas are homes for indigenous and traditional
peoples who show the rest of us that it is possible to live without destroying other species.

Whereas till now, these actions have been implemented at a 63 acre collectively-run and managed
locale in Wayanad, and through educational collaborations with schools, as well as, in part, the
management plan of the forest department in the Nilgiris, and consultative land care measures with
various NGOs, it is now time to launch it amongst local small farmers, as well as large landholders,
who seek to bring back wildlife and vegetation and forest based practices. One of the main
beneficiaries of this will be the Kaveri river itself and downstream communities, who are all
critically affected by river flow and quality. The Kallampuzha headwater stream by which Gurukula
exists, runs to the Kabini and is in danger of severe degradation.
http://www.gbsanctuary.org/thegreenphoenix.html

Gurukula's vibrant landbase, rich with plants and animals,

organic cultivation for food, and also employment for 30
people over many years, is attractive to schools and
colleges from all over the region, as a place to learn
ecology, forest ethics, wildlife protection, ecosystem
gardening and integrated land care.

1. Introduction
The Green Phoenix initiative proposes: to transform areas around Gurukula Botanical Sanctuary and
elsewhere (such as the Nilgiris) into a wildlife-biodiversity reserve through cooperative land care,
transition from farm-to forest system; community based participation, upstream Kaveri/Kabini
headwaters restoration; to create educational frameworks to share restoration techniques, ex-situ and
nursery techniques with native plant species; biodiversity renewal and wildlife monitoring; to nurture
community sustainability through local exchange. and pledge a series of community-based measures for
the benefit of the whole; organize waste collection and recycling; initiate women to food processing
with local organic biodiversity-friendly produce; and to bring about a resilient neighbourhood based on
eco-socialist principles.

Photo: Destructive practices of banana and bitter gourd plantations in valley fields which need to return to rice
cultivation for food security as well as wetland restoration

2. How can we achieve ecosystem recovery, involving community?
Initiate a membership as well as a fellowship to enable the following transitions:

- Members, who consist of local landowners/communities/stewards shift to organic
- They start to leave larger areas of their land to wild regenerative processes.
- Small farmer members become tolerant of wildlife, no more conflict if they are reimbursed for losses
from elephants, tiger etc.

- Small farmer members diversify crop patterns, from monoculture to polyculture, create nurseries for
local trees and shrubs, medicinal, edible and Gurukula--grown endangered species.
- Through a fellowship programme individuals are paid to monitor their own lands, and surroundings.
- Members are paid via an ecosystem nurturance programme to protect their lands and leave them
alone, and regenerate watershed.
- Members are encouraged to have small service operations, eg. to have a rota system of home tea and
local delicacies for tourists and travelers.
- Members and Fellows become educators for students interested in biodiversity based farming and
land stewardship, in time together we can launch the Green Phoenix School of Restoration Ecology.
- Members and Fellows are valued by people in Bangalore (downstream) for headwater restoration
- Communities start to see the landscape as a living unity, and care for it in terms of pollution,
vehicular traﬃc, habitat fragmentation. An example to mitigate some of these: tax visitors who come
into the area, and issue fines for pollution etc.
- Communities start to care cooperatively for the whole area through kudumbashree networks

Photo: Jaimon (centre), forest guards, school children, MNREGA workers and the GP team discuss the river cleaning
action for that day

3. The journey so far:
Step 1: Jaimon Joseph, an autorikshaw driver who is the son of small farmers in the immediate
vicinity of Gurukula, joins the programme in April 2017 supported by ETC.
His mandate was to:
1) Survey Kallampuzha River upstream and downstream 1km each way from Gurukula Botanical
Sanctuary. Forest walks 2 to 3 times a week.
2) Maintaining wildlife register: birds/mammals/fish/amphibians/reptiles
3) Maintaining Tree Phenology and local weather register
4) Seed collection of native trees
5) Survey and interviews of landholdings/families
6) Survey of Kurchiya/Paniya/other communities
7) Anecdotal Research of local history
8) Photo record.
10) Maintaining wildlife news from Periya village/Thavinjal Panchayat
11) Find out about local district and taluk and panchayath level initiatives with biodiversity, river
protection and organic farming.
12) Meet once a week with Suprabha
13) At the end of three months to conduct enquiries in the village and recruit 3-5 more persons

Left to right: Suresh, Jaimon, Sajji and Nisha

Although Jaimon had grown up in the area, his long period of work elsewhere (Delhi, Mumbai and
Bangalore) as well as his recent work as an autorikshaw driver meant that he had to first reconnect
wth the land and get to know the natural environment as well as the socio-ecological issues. His
involvement as a CPI(M) party worker, and also his vountary work maintaining the local library and
sports ground gave him an advantage in terms of accessing individuals and families through the
various community institutions and networks.
Jaimon's six month exploratory phase, was rich and fruitful and generated many ideas, as well as
helped to find potential recruits (summary given below).
Step 2
In October 2017 three more persons joined the Green Phoenix initiative. The idea was that they
would also do an introductory exploration, with the idea of familiarizing themselves with local
wildlife, the forest, and with agriculture and community issues. The support of DHAN Foundation
has been critical in this.
• Suresh, a young man of the Kurchiya tribe, also a priest of his clan, is extremely knowledgeable
of local wildlife and trees. The Kurchiyas are a hunter-cultivator tribe and specialize in archery.
Suresh used to be a monkey chaser for Gurukula in previous years, and his keen awareness of
environmental implications of landuse changes is an asset to the team.
• Sajji, a Paniyan (one of the most ancient adivasi groups of India) is a honey collector, and recent
small farmer working on a riverside stretch of poromoboke land. He has long been interested in
growing forest trees, and has even planted a small grove, when his clan was relocated at the time
of the land reforms. Whereas settler migrants have planted primarily remunerative trees on their
newly acquired propoerties (in the 60s and 70s) Sajji chose to plant a variety of native species.
However, his recent venture into commercial banana cultivation is at odds with his other beliefs,
and the need for money drove him to experiment with cash crop farming which is also chemically
intensive. He is glad for this opportunity to reconnect with his own tribes traditional ways through
the Green Phoenix and sustain himself economically while surveying and working for the wild.
• Nisha, a 19 year old Paniya woman, daughter of Sajji persuaded her father to let her join the GP,
as she was convinced she deserved the opportunity as her sensitivity to plants and animals is
deep, and she has actively protested against malpractices amongst her family and tribesmembers.
However her own knowledge is shallow, as she has been going to school instead of going to the
forest with the women elders of her clan. Her interest is to reconnect with Paniya forest
knowledge an dpractices, to work with the older women and sustain cultural practices to do with
nature and community. She is also interested in educating Paniya children in the ways of the
forest.

Clearing garbage from the river: huge quantities

Enormous amounts of garbage is hauled by the GP

4. Activities during October 2017 to March 2018:
1. Regular forest walks, river walks, survey and observation of tree phenology, movements of animals
(elephant, bison, sambhar deer, lion-tailed macaque, otters, boar) as well as birds. Two of the group
know all their animals and birds (in their own language), one is re-visiting wildlife observation after
a gap, and the youngest is new to it. Lists of birds/animals/trees begun
2. Walks into the forest taking several group of school children on residential programmes at
Gurukula.
3. Writing a one page appeal about the need to save the river, its beauty and value, and to
change habits of waste disposal, dynamite usage and copper sulphate to catch fish.
4. Appeal given to 100 families along the stream.
5. Two months of river clean up operation of tributary 1 and 2 of Kallampuzha: removal of 1000s
of cut banana stems, plastic waste , packets, bottles, wire, slippers and sacks.
6. Participation in gram sabha meetings to urge local government to take environmental work,
and river protection seriously.
7. Visit to local forest office on one side of Peria range, to solicit participation from forest staff.
8. Visit to Peria forest quarters, soliciting cooperation and support from forester, guard and
watchers.
9. Visit to local Panchayath members to
solicit support. Granted.
10. Initiating cultural documentation of
Paniya and Kurchiya forest knoweldge,
history, wisdom.
11. Nursery of rare tree species begun, seed
and seedling collection. 6 species so far.
12. Exploring otters of the river with otter
specialist
13. Cultural event of Paniya music and dance
with children from Bangalore
14. From Dec 6th onwards, clean-up
organized of second tributary which has
much more waste, from illegal dumping
of lorry loads of waste from outside the
district. VSS members,
MNREGA
members, Forest staff, Centre for
Learning school children, Gurukula
Nisha harvests gourds, changing her family's farm to organic
Botanical Sanctuary staff, and River
protection group under Green Phoenix
operations.

15. Plastic waste clean up, recycling and sorting operations undertaken by Anugrah Plastic centre
in
Mananthavadi, representative to show us how to sort, and store, and create a livelihood.
16. Creating a wildlife compensation protocol, for farmers affected by elephants eating their crops.
17. One outing to see the Kabini reservoir and dry deciduous forests downstream of our river.
18. Cultural event for visitors with traditional Paniya spiritual dance and music, calling the gods.
19. Meeting with Shirly Joseph, founder of Kanavu, an adivasi school in Nadavayal.
20. We have invited Balan, a member of the Kurchiya tribe, and also a member of the Vana
Samrakshana Samithi who has been struggling at great odds to protect wildlife and trees, and
educate people. He is very kowledgeable and also a member of a traditional community. He has not
received any payment for his service to forests, and we would like him to join the GP team. He
started joining our meetings in March 2018.
21. We have initiated discussion with Paniya elders on traditional practices and sustaining their culture
through active education and community empowerment activities.
22. And last but not least, we built a tree platform with natural materials, on a tall tree by the river, so
that students could stay overnight in a wild and beautiful environment.

Children and foreign visitors join in the plastic haul
from the stream

5. Summary of Achievements:
We are trying to make the river water pure and healthy, the effort goes on.Awareness raising among
people is a long term task that must happen on a steady and sustained base.The present rate of
pollution (dumps from people in other villages) is high, even though we are so far upstream. We are
trying to make our pollution-free efforts effective, which has to combine education, awareness,
community dialogue, support from administration, as well as some policing and issueing of
penalties.
We can confidently say that 17 kms of river cleaned of all pollutants. We collaborated with
MNREGA, Forest Department, foreign visitors, school groups and local people.

Regarding Fish and River Wildlife Conservation: We have been successful in reducing the use of
poison and dynamite. We have had night patrols towards this. The great reward is the surging fish
populations along different stretches of the river. Many village people have remarked on this.
Regarding forest animals: We believe that they have the same value and right to exist as humans.
They eat our crops because their habitats have been hugely reduced. We are trying to help farmers
cope with the losses, by devising compensation schemes, and considering multicropping, so that we
can live without entering into warfare with animals.
Regarding Night patrols: We maintain a night vigil reasonable frequently, in the river, and the
forest, to prevent dumping of plastic and other pollutants. We are teaming up with the forest guards
and watchers.
Regarding Forest conservation: We walk in the forest at least three times a week to prevent
undiscriminating interference from people. Rare species are observed in the forest, and their seeds
are collected to germinate in nursery.
Forest Patrols: Forest watchers and Sajji, Jaimon and
Suresh join forces

Regarding River conservation: The local self government is taking great initiatives towards water
and stream protection, and are cooperating with us towards this.
Regarding Tree observation: To observe the connection with climate change we are recording the
flowering and fruiting of forest trees.

Non violents ways
to keep wild animals
out of your crops,
hydropower cansound! Designed by
Sajji

Regarding Bird observation: We walking regularly along different habitats and recording presence
of different species of birds. Each of us maintains different records, as according to our personal
preferences, the main requirement being that we keep a steady record.
Regarding Education: Students visiting this area, are taken to the forest, and along the river to
explain the important of conservation. We speak of different cultural approaches and our respective
knowledge bases. We tell them names of trees and animals, show them how to track, and we
observe the movement of animals and birds. We also share tribal stories.
Regarding Water measurement: We are measuring the water levels twice a week in the river, using a
simple marking system in a rock standing in the water.
Regarding Meetings: We are participating in waste and plastic clean up and recycling initiatives of
the local government. We also meet together as a group once a week.
We have engaged a district level private recycling company to collect the waste that we have
cleaned out from the river.
We are working on the prevention of pesticide and fertilizer usage and have a small scale operation
ourselves to grow chemical free-crops.
The DFO, Ranger and Forester have solicited our participation in their conservation meetings.
Our efforts were telecast in Manorama News, featuring Nisha, and the river.

6. Concluding Remarks:
We believe change can happen. We believe that people are ready to shift to biodiversity friendly
practices. At the same time enormous infrastructure changes are happening in the area, which have
other implications for the ecology of this forested region.

Protection of land, and recovering areas to forest farm, or natural vegetation is the best form of land and community
care. Left: Eroded slopes from annual ginger cultivatio; right, the same area after 10 years of protection.

Funding for Green Phoenix:
ETC
2 persons for 2 years @ Rs. 10,000 per person/per month (April 2017-Mar 2019)

Rs. 2,40,000

DHAN Foundation
3 persons for six month @ Rs. 10,000 per person/permonth (Oct 2017-Mar-2018)

Rs. 2,40,000

Friends of the Sanctuary (incidental expenses and wages for temporary workers)

Rs. 1,00,000

Total:

Rs. 5,80,000

Funding requirements for next phase
Three persons salaries (Suresh, Sajji and NIsha) to continue for another 18 months
April 2018-Nov 2019
One to five persons to be added for six months

Gallery of wildlife and plant photos by Sajji

Rs. 5,40,000

Photos of snakes, insects, plants and frogs: taken by Sajji

Thank you! to ETC, DHAN Foundation and
Friends of Gurukula Botanical Sanctuary.

For further information please contact Suprabha
Seshan or Jaimon Joseph at writetogbs@gmail.com or
call and leave your number at 04935-260426

